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Beach-ball or Lantern or Orb 
 

© Cynthia Stevenson 2015 

All rights reserved but the product may be made, given away or sold but do not sell 

or give out the pattern please refer them to me at  

tattingaway@gmail.com  

 

Materials/Tools 

2 or 3 colors plus white of tatting thread size 10 (can be modified for size 20 or 40 finer thread is 

too small for practicality) several yards are needed of each color. 

3 inch (7.35 cm) diameter bangle bracelet---the thin metal ones are perfect but the thicker plastic 

or metallic ones will work too—even the scalloped/hearts in a row kind will work.  Think 

cheap kid’s bangle…if less than 3 inch diameter it will still work just be smaller/if larger then 

yes it can be larger) For the 5” and larger contact me for additional help. 

2 shuttles (or a tatting needle of the correct size for your thread) with 1 color or the white wound 

CTM with about 2 yards on each shuttle to start   See notes  

Masking tape and a pen 

Normal tatting notions-needle, scissors you know what you need 

Round balloon 

Starch or stiffener of choice 

 

I am including a diagram of the 2 color circle and the 3 color circle markings (as it is easier when a 

math whiz helps!) on the next  2 pages. Please notice the hash marks on the lines…I show guide 

hash marks for a 3, 4, 5 or 6 inch (7.35 cm, 10.16 cm, 12.7 cm or15.26 cm) bangle/hoop/circle-

loop.  If yours doesn’t fit perfectly go with it…as long as it is close it will work.  Lay the bangle so it 

aligns or is realistically close to one of the size markers with it evenly away from the marks for the 

approximate size.  Put bits of tape then mark the ray lines onto the bangle.  It is easier than 

counting everything!  You will pull the tape off as you get to it.  This is just a guide.  Some of the 

bangles will be larger or smaller but I did it with a 3” (give or take) bangle. You can do this—quit 

stressing it is easier than you think.  Doug did the math for us all or I would still be stressing the 

spacing! 

 

For the 3 colors plus white I will work the pattern out later.   Basically, you do 2 

rows even between increases and there will be fewer stitches to work with to start 

see the color areas below.  It will also have fewer stitches to start with and you can 

add the stabilizers when you have 6 sts on the row.   
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2 Colors plus white 
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3 colors plus white 
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NOTES: 

Before winding thread onto shuttle cut four 7 inch (17.78 cm) if doing 2 colors plus 

white or 7 pieces of thread off the ball if using 3 colors plus white—shuttle and needle 

tatters-both will need these 

CTM = Continuous Thread Method (CTM) means to wind shuttle from ball but do not cut thread. 

When using two shuttles, simply pull off additional thread from ball and then wind onto 2nd 

shuttle. 

Block Tatting link http://janeeborall.freeservers.com/TipsBlockTatting.html then click on block    

tatting and it should come up.  

I don’t say close ring as you have to close it to make the ring.  

Lock Join link http://janeeborall.freeservers.com/TipsJoins.html  then click on lock join  

 

Abbreviations: 

R or r = ring   Rnd = round    SS or ss = switch shuttles 

Ch or ch = chain  mp = mock picot  Adj= adjacent 

Stth or stth = stabilizer thread 

- or p or P = picot large enough to join but not decoratively large 

vsp = very small picot for joining 

ljss = lock join non-core shuttle thru the loop—will be explained in the directions  

RODS = Reverse Order Double Stitches, i.e. 2h,1h instead of 1h, 2h, (see 

http://www.georgiaseitz.com/2007/1hs2hs.html) 

 

 

Now to the pattern….you kept reading so far now for the fun! 

Keep track of your stabilizer threads the 7” long threads you cut off the ball to begin with.  

Start/center of bottom of orb with shuttle 1—let shuttle 2 just hang down. 

R1: 2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2   (yes 7 picots plus the mock picot when you climb out to the next round) 

Rnd1: (leave a small space that is approximately the size of a picot—a mock picot is made) 

2+2+2+2+2+2+2+2+(to mp) do not turn 

Rnd 2: leave a small space to join 3+3+3+3+3+3+3+3+(to mp) do not turn 

Rnd 3: leave a small space to join 4+4+4+4+4+4+4+4+(to mp) do not turn 

Rnd 4: leave a small space to join 5+5+5+5+5+5+5+5+(to mp) do not turn 

 

The triangle/block shapes will be done in space 1, 3, 5, 7 around counting from where you finished 

the last round. Put your stabilizer threads thru the 3,5,7 spaces of the 8 spaces around the ring--

using a luggage tag loop (put the center as a loop thru the space and then put the ends thru so it 

holds) is the easiest way to not lose them.©  
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Note depending on the exact size of your bangle you may need fewer rows to reach between the  

marks on your bangle.  Adjust as necessary.  Contact me for adding more stabilizers if using larger 

than a 4” bangle/circle.  
 

Start with block/triangle 1: 

I find with doing block tatting as a triangle this method works better for me than Jane’s method 

but do what is right for you. There is not a right or a wrong way just the way that works for you. 

Row 1:  ch1, vsp, 6 + to adj p on rnd 4) S 

Row 2: RODS  RODS ch 1, vsp, ch 2pull 1 end of the stth from the back to the front then over the 

core thread to the back and ch2 repeat with other end of stth, ch 2, vsp ch 1 + SS 

Row 3: ch 1, vsp, 3,put first stabilizer thread (stt) thru the flip after the flip so it lays along the 

core thread and ch 2 (encapsulating the stabilizer thread as in tat over tails 

http://www.georgiaseitz.com/classes2001/fall2001/drakemt.html  needle tatters can just lay the 

stabilizer along the needle and tat over it) ch 2 +to vsp SS 

Row 4: RODS ch 1, vsp, ch 2pull 1 end of the stth from the back to the front then over the core 

thread to the back and ch2 repeat with other end of stth, ch 3, vsp ch 1 + SS 

Row 5:ch 1 +,ch 3 pull 1 end of the stth from the back to the front then over the core thread to 

the back and ch3 repeat with other end of stth, ch 2 + SS adjust tension of both ends of stth 

Row 6: RODS ch 1, vsp, 2 stth (back to front to back as in row 4),3 pull 1 end of the stth from 

the back to the front then over the core thread to the back and ch3, vsp, ch1+ SS adjust tension 

of both ends of stth 

Row 7: ch 1+ch 3 pull 1 end of the stth from the back to the front then over the core thread to 

the back and ch3, repeat with other end of stth, ch2+SS adjust tension of both ends of stth 

Row 8: RODS ch 1, vsp, 2 stth (back to front to back as in row 4), pull 1 end of the stth from the 

back to the front then over the core thread to the back and ch3 repeat with other end of stth, 3, 

vsp, ch1+ SS adjust tension of both ends of stth 

Row 9: ch 1+ ch3 pull 1 end of the stth from the back to the front then over the core thread to 

the back and ch3, repeat with other end of stth, ch 3+SS adjust tension of both ends of stth 

Row 10: RODS ch 1, vsp, 3 stth (back to front to back as in row 4), 3 pull 1 end of the stth from 

the back to the front then over the core thread to the back and ch3 repeat with other end of stth, 

3, vsp, ch1+ SS adjust tension of both ends of stth 

Row 11: Ch 1 +ch 4, pull 1 end of the stth from the back to the front then over the core thread 

to the back and ch3, repeat with other end of stth, ch 3+SS adjust tension of both ends of stth 

Row 12: RODS ch 1, vsp, 3 stth (back to front to back as in row 4), 3 pull 1 end of the stth from 

the back to the front then over the core thread to the back and ch3 repeat with other end of stth, 

4, vsp, ch1+ SS adjust tension of both ends of stth 

Row 13: Ch 1 +ch 4, pull 1 end of the stth from the back to the front then over the core thread 

to the back and ch4, repeat with other end of stth, ch 3+SS adjust tension of both ends of stth 

Row 14: RODS ch 1, vsp, 3 stth (back to front to back as in row 4), 4 pull 1 end of the stth from 

the back to the front then over the core thread to the back and ch 4 repeat with other end of stth,  
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4, vsp, ch1+ SS adjust tension of both ends of stth 

Row 15: Ch 1 + ch 4 pull 1 end of the stth from the back to the front then over the core thread  

to the back and ch4, repeat with other end of stth, ch 3+SS adjust tension of both ends of stth 
Row 16: RODS ch 1, vsp, 4 stth (back to front to back as in row 4), 4 pull 1 end of the stth from 
the back to the front then over the core thread to the back and ch 4 repeat with other end of  
stth, 4, vsp, ch1+ SS adjust tension of both ends of stth 
Row 17: Ch 1 + ch 5 pull 1 end of the stth from the back to the front then over the core thread  

to the back and ch4, repeat with other end of stth, ch 4+SS adjust tension of both ends of stth 
Row 18: RODS ch 1, vsp, 4 stth (back to front to back as in row 4), 4 repeat with other end of 
stth, ch 5 + SS adj tension on both ends of stth 
Row 19: Ch 1+ ch 5 pull 1 end of the stth from the back to the front then over the core thread  

to the back and ch5, repeat with other end of stth, ch 4+SS adjust tension of both ends of stth 
Row 20: RODS ch 1, vsp, 4 stth (back to front to back as in row 4), 5 repeat with other end of 
stth, ch 5 + SS 
Row 21: Ch 1+ ch 5 pull 1 end of the stth from the back to the front then over the core thread to 

the back and ch5, repeat with other end of stth, ch +SS adjust tension of both ends of stth 

Row 22:RODS ch 6 stth (back to front to back as in row 4), 5 repeat with other end of stth, ch 5 
+  Tie off can cut leaving 2” (5 cm) to work in later.  They will be hidden in the bangle wrapping. 
 
Repeat for each of the white areas. 
 

For the color areas: 
Wind 2 shuttles CTM with about 1 yard (1 meter) each of color 1 (can be done with 1 left on the 
ball if you prefer) 
Join the color 1 to the left side (as you look at the front) of the second white triangle. 
Ch 6 + (to 2nd row of next triangle ch 1+to 3rd row of same triangle) and ch 2-2-2 + (to row 32 of 
the first triangle repeat working up the triangle to the top  Repeat for each color 1 around the 
circle. 
 
For color 2 repeat as for color 1 but in the color 2 spaces.    
 
Repeat all of above for second orb. 
 
To join the orbs to the bangle: 
Thread 6 feet of onto the needle---It makes it a lot easier to “sew it on”.  Using a button hole 
stitch (envision the 1h of the double stitch) hold the tail (and the tails you have from the 1st orb) 
onto the inside of the bangle. Needle goes thru the first stitch to the back/inside of the bangle and 
over to the next stitch catching the ends along the inside.  Repeat.  If real handy with a sewing 
needle you can do both orbs at once…if like me I do them 1 at a time…the last inch is a 
challenge…work the end under some threads on the back and cut off 
 
 
Now starch your orbs—liquid of your choice or even spray starch…While wet…Put the balloon into 
the orb with the end out the center of 1 side…inflate until orb is smooth.  Tie off and let dry 
completely. Pop balloon and remove.       
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